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Today tropical cooking is hot; it influences style, 

and sultry flavors. Cooking in Jade Mountain is 

Paradise. St Lucia is a mosaic of foods and 

tropical ingredients that blend both the climate 

and landscape. Cultural diversity and their exotic 

spice boxes add intrigue to the many flavors. 

Tropical Fruits are one of the defining ingredients 

in this cuisine. Mango, papaya, guava, pineapple, 

banana, tamarind, sour orange and passion fruit 

are each common and at the same time exotic 

when cooking in Paradise. At Jade Mountain we 

are able to use natural sustainable resources from 

our organic Emerald Gardens and the Plantation 

fruits from Anse Mamin. We would like you to 

find PARADISE with us this weekend.

COOKING 
In Paradise



FRIDAY, MARCH 18 
Stairway to Heaven cocktail party – at the Jade 
Mountain Club 6:00 pm - 6:45 pm 
We will start off the evening with a few Tropical 
Fruit and Edible savory cocktails, and treat you to 
Local, seasonal and sustainable finger foods and 
tastes. 

Chef Allen will host an Interactive tropical fruit 
display to tantalize your taste buds and introduce you 
to the flavors of paradise. Sip our signature Stairway 
to Heaven as we view the golden sunset..  

SATURDAY, MARCH 19 
Anse Mamin – New World Grillin’ Beach Bash – 
12:00 – 2:00 pm 
In the shade of the Palms we are grilling the best 
beach foods inspired by the Caribbean. Our 
champion grill chefs are preparing their favorites 
savory and sweet, tasty and delicious beach shack 
fancies. Treat yourself to tropical abundance and 
exotic saucy skewers, beefy brochettes, kweyol 
kabobs. Come join in the fun! 

A Spoonful of Paradise Dinner: in the Jade 
Mountain Club: beginning at  6:15 pm. 
We were recently honored to present our Jade 
Cuisine at  the James Beard Foundation. Now are 
proud to bring you this dinner we designed and 
cooked at the James Beard House in New York City. 
It was such a smashing success we want to share the 
experience with you. This five-course dinner 
spectacular can be matched with wines from our 
cellar.  (Wines by the glass are priced individually) 

SUNDAY, MARCH 20 
Tropical Breakfast in Bed 
Let us bring you your breakfast in bed. Fresh and 
seasonal exotic fruits, freshly baked breads, artesian 
cheeses and freshly brewed St Lucian native coffee or 
loose-leaf teas. 

Tour of Nick Troubetzkoy’s Emerald Gardens 
Hosted by consulting our consulting Chef Allen 
Susser 9:00 - 11:00 am 
Starting off with a walking and tasting tour of our 
own Organic Garden at Emerald Estate to see first 
hand our Jade Cuisine concept; “From the Farm to 
the Plate.” We grow crisp salad greens, cucumbers, 
pumpkin, eggplants, cabbages, baby carrots and 10 
varieties of herbs, tropical fruits, mangos, and cacao 
beans. Enjoy a relaxed tropical show and tell cooking 
class  and snack in the shade of the farmhouse. 
( US25 per guest). 

Saint Lucian Rum Mixology Class 
Beach Bar from 4:30pm to 5:30pm. 
For those who enjoy Caribbean rum, explore the fine 
craft of mixing cocktails using the basic techniques 
and tricks of our bartenders.  Learn how to make 
Mojitos, Pina Coladas, and our most popular Coco 
Doo in our weekly Mixology Class. 

MONDAY, MARCH 21 
Lunch on our Private Beach at the Jungle Grill at 
Anse Mamin  
Take a resort shuttle boat over and enjoy a leisurely  

lunch grilled under the palm trees and mango trees. 
The menu is simple and delicious featuring freshly 
caught fish and salads.  

Tour the Plantation at Anse Mamin with our special 
guide, Meno at 1:45 pm (Complimentary) 
The grounds include an old and tropical plantation 
called Anse Mamin. The plantation was originally a 
sugarcane plantation in the 18th century, until 
changing hands turned towards Cocoa plants. The 
cocoa plants are still numerous on the grounds for 
guest to see and for us to produce our own estate 
chocolates. In Anse Mamin one can find turmeric, 
cashews, tamarind, mango, avocado, oranges, 
tangerines, guavas, papaya, coconut, breadfruit, 
yams and sweet potatoes. The superior taste and 
quality of the ingredients as well as the connection to 
the earth is the motivation. By happenstance Anse 
Mamin is a wonderful organic resource. 

Monday evening Managers greeting cocktail party 
5:30 – 6:30 pm. 
Come join us on the celestial terrace for exotic, 
tropical cocktails and passed Hors D’Oeurves that 
reflect the wonderful flavors of Cooking in Paradise. 

Gout de France Dinner in the Jade Mountain 
Club beginning at 6:30 pm. 

Participate in this worldwide event celebrating 
French gastronomy. Enjoy our six course tasting 
menu paired with wines. 

TUESDAY, MARCH 22 
Paradise Chocolate Sensory Tasting  
Tuesday from 10:00 - 10:30 am in the Emerald 
Restaurant  
(Complimentary; sign up at Guest Services) 
Join us on an awakening journey through the fruitful 
flavor palate of cocoa and chocolate. We will start by 
tasting the cocoa bean, which is the very first step in 
chocolate production, and end with the strongest 
type of cocoa mass while sampling all in between. 
We will focus our attention on how to truly 
appreciate chocolate as it should be tasted and 
educate ourselves on its distinct differences. As a 
culmination of the sensory tasting session sample 
some of our homemade truffles and a taste of 
Emerald Estate Organic Chocolate bar. 

Cooking class at 5:00 pm in the Jade Club Lounge:  
Cooking in Paradise (Complimentary)  
Interactive cooking class hosted by Jade’s Chef 
Elijah. He shares the joy of cooking with his everyday 
ingredients that we view as exotic. Though grown 
locally his inspiration is global. The cooking, flavors 
and aromas are simply delicious.  

Anse Chastanet -Tuesday evening Managers greeting 
cocktail party 6:30 –	7:30 pm. 
Come join us on the at the Main Bar for exotic, 
tropical cocktails and passed Hors D’Oeurves that 
reflect the wonderful flavors of Cooking in Paradise. 

Seasonal 

Nourished by fresh, local, 
and seasonal foods our 
bodies are in rhythm with 
our climate - stronger, 
healthier and more resistant 
to disease. The harvest of 
this local bounty brings us 
in contact with the 
fisherman and farmers. This 
local market creates a 
dialogue, which attaches 
faces and personalities to 
the wonderful foods that are 
raised here.  

Sustainable 

Local, organic and 
sustainable food choices 
strengthen our community's 
economy, provide 
wholesome and nutritious 
foods for our bodies and 
minimize the negative 
impact of our food 
producing endeavors on our 
environment.
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Paradise 
Paradise (Old Eastern Iranian, pairidaeza) is a place in which existence is positive, harmonious and timeless. It is 
conceptually a counter-image of the miseries of human civilization and in paradise there is only peace, 
prosperity, and happiness. Paradise is a place of contentment, but it is not necessarily a land of luxury and 
idleness. It is often used in the same context as that of utopia. 

Cooking in Paradise 
Perhaps a chef would think about this weekend event at Jade Mountain 
differently than most. For the true chef cooking is paradise. But imagine 
being able to cook and express yourself in a truly amazing place. We have 
searched for paradise since Adam and Eve and we have traveled far and 
wide to find it.  The search for paradise takes a certain passion as Julia 
Child expresses it "Find something you're passionate about and keep 
tremendously interested in it." It is with this passion we bring you Cooking 
in Paradise hosted by our celebrity chef Allen Susser. 

Imagine having Chef Allen to personally guide you through the rich 
tropical landscape and exotic fruits of St Lucia. This is paradise found. 
What better way to learn about a culture than to spend a few days cooking 
and enjoying the region’s specialties.  

Cooking in Paradise is a signature event exclusively for guests of Jade Mountain. You may find paradise looking 
toward the rare World Heritage Site of the Piton Mountains raising straight out of the Caribbean Sea. Poets, 
painters and philosophers such as Milton, Hemmingway, and Pound heralded paradise, now you can experience 
it for yourself.  

You will taste the foods of another world, our new world of Jade Cuisine. 

Caribbean Style and Flavor 
Caribbean cuisine is an amazing blending of tropical tastes and multicultural influences. It is a celebration of 
aromatic, sweet and tart, piquant and mild citrus flavors. To understand and appreciate it, you must first 
understand some of their most important food stuffs. 

Each island cuisine uniquely evolved with the borrowing and blending of foods and cooking styles. 
Consequently, you’ll find common products, produce and cooking styles throughout the islands. If you are new 
to Caribbean cooking, keep in mind that the food is always evolving due to the many cultural influences on the 
islands.  

Africans, East Indians, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, French and English and other local populations all 
converged in the Caribbean and Latin America therefore influencing the cuisines. Fruits and vegetables migrated 
in and out of the southern hemisphere by way of exploration and trade. While some items, like mangoes and 
plantains may be familiar there are many others that hold great flavor surprises. 
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